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This report is the culmination of nine months of work by the participants
in the Downtown Denver Partnership’s Downtown Denver Leadership
Program, a program designed to engage Downtown’s emerging leaders by
familiarizing them with Downtown’s unique opportunities and challenges
through an intense immersion in urban issues, policies and programs.

denver

A key element of the Leadership Program is a project that demonstrates
the Partnership at work – analysis, collaboration and problem-solving.
The project for the 2007 class involved the city’s Greenprint Denver Plan,
and focused on creating a process for engaging the Downtown business
community in environmentally sustainable practices.
The initial focus of GreenBiz, the Greenprint
Denver Business Engagement Program, will be on
businesses located in Downtown Denver, but the
program will be scaleable to eventually encompass
the entire Denver metropolitan area.
This report is a summary of the findings and
recommendations of the Leadership Program
participants based on their research regarding
sustainable practices and business programs in
Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership

cities across the nation and around the world.

The 2007 Downtown Denver Leadership Program class appreciates the opportunity to participate in
the city’s Greenprint Denver Plan and respectfully submits this report as their contribution to it.
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What is Sustainability?



While all of us have heard and used the words “sustainable” and “green”, there is still quite a bit of confusion as
to what these words really mean. Definitions of “sustainable” and “green” abound. One of the most commonly
accepted definitions is the one created by the Brundtland Commission, led by the former Norwegian Prime
Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland. The commission defined a sustainable practice as that which “meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. Therefore, in their
most basic form, green practices recognize the finite nature of our natural
resources and respect the right of future generations to use those resources
 ZP V  L O P X
just as present generations are doing now. Sustainable practices are those
E
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which limit the use of resources, ensuring their longevity. While we recognize
The term “smog”
that the word “sustainable” typically represents the larger, more holistic view,
was coined in 1905
and “green” is used to describe individual practices, the two terms may be
in England to express
used interchangeably throughout this report.

concern over air
pollution.

History of the Sustainability Movement
Sustainability and green practices, to varying degrees, have been a key

component of American and world policy for decades. Enormous economic and population growth worldwide
in the latter half of the 20th century drove the impacts that today threaten the health of the world’s ecosystem.
Events such as ozone depletion, climate change, depletion of natural resources and loss of biodiversity have
lead to regulations aimed at limiting these practices from continuing. The Clean Air Acts of the 50s and 60s,
and the results of the energy crisis of the 70s, are
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a few examples of key historical events shaping
current perceptions. In recent years, the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC) has played an important
role in promoting green building practices, and the
implementation of the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED™) green building rating
system by the USGBC has allowed for the quantitative
measurement of sustainable design in buildings.
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1739 Benjamin Franklin petitions Pennsylvania
Assembly to stop waste dumping and remove
tanneries from Pennsylvania’s commercial district
1905 The term “smog” is coined to express concern
over air pollution
1909 President Theodore Roosevelt convenes the
North American Conservation Conference
1916 National Park Service founded
1938 Federal Food, Drug, & Cosmetic Act
1947 Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, & Rodenticide Act
1948 Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(also known as the Clean Water Act)
1949 Sand Country Almanac published
by Aldo Leopold
1955 Clean Air Act
1965 Shoreline Erosion Protection Act
1965 Solid Waste Disposal Act
1969 National Environmental Policy Act
1970 First Annual Earth Day
1970 The United States Environmental Protection
Agency was founded
1970 National Environmental Policy Act
1970 Pollution Prevention Packaging Act
1970 Resource Recovery Act
1971 Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act
1971 Greenpeace founded
1972 Coastal Zone Management Act
1972 Marine Protection, Research, & Sanctuaries Act
1972 Ocean Dumping Act
1973 Endangered Species Act

1974
1974
1975
1976
1976
1977
1978
1980
1980
1982
1984
1986
1986
1988
1988
1988
1988
1990
1990
1992
1995
2000
2005
2005
2006
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Safe Drinking Water Act
Shoreline Erosion Control Demonstration Act
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
Resource Conservation & Recovery Act
Toxic Substances Control Act
Surface Mining Control & Reclamation Act
Uranium Mill-Tailings Radiation Control Act
Asbestos School Hazard Detection & Control Act
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, & Liability Act
Nuclear Waste Policy Act
Asbestos School Hazard Abatement Act
Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act
Emergency Planning & Community Right to
Know Act
Indoor Radon Abatement Act
Lead Contamination Control Act
Medical Waste Tracking Act
Shore Protection Act
National Environmental Education Act
Colorado Environmental Partnership formed
Rio Summit on the Environment (leading to the
establishment of ISO 14000 Standards)
United States Green Building Council (USGBC)
is formed
LEED™ green building standards created by
USGBC
Kyoto Protocol goes into effect
U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement
Greenprint Denver
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Denver has a strong history of sustainable actions and initiatives as well:
• Denver’s pioneering Light Emitting Diode (LED) traffic signal retrofit
program realized over $817,114 in annual energy, labor and materials
savings for the 2004–2005 time period.
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• Denver formally committed to build and certify its new $380 million
Justice Center complex by the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED™
standard.

Denver’s LED traffic
signal retrofit saves over
$800,000 annually
in labor, energy and
materials.

• The City’s Sustainable Development Initiative worked with Colorado
State University’s Institute for the Built Environment to produce a Green
Building Policy White Paper, Developing a High Performance Building
Policy for the City and County of Denver, written in 2005 for consideration and adoption in 2006.

• The Mayor’s office co-hosted the Denver World Oil Summit in November 2005, and worked with graduate
students at the University of Colorado at Denver to complete a study of the vulnerability of the city budget
related to oil price increases.
• Denver city government will reduce its consumption of electricity and natural gas 1% per year through
2011.
• Denver International Airport uses a state-of-the-art Environmental Management System and has helped
lead progress in climate protection within the City and County of Denver.
• Additional accomplishments include the renewal of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star
Label award to the Webb Municipal Office Building and the designation of the Webb Building as a LEED™
Gold building; the installation of a solar wall at the Athmar Recreation Center; and several fire station
window retrofits that resulted in 10 times greater efficiency.
In 2005, the City of Denver and Mayor Hickenlooper provided leadership for local and regional efforts to reduce
global warming, in keeping with the goals of the Kyoto Protocol. As one of the first 25 ICLEI “Cities for Climate
Protection” program participants in the early 1990s (which now includes over 400 cities internationally), the City
of Denver met all milestones for that program, and continues to pursue a greenhouse gas reduction goal of 10%
per capita by 2011 from the 1990 baseline of 20.2 tons per capita per year.
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Other energy and climate change leadership activities:
• Denver was a signatory to the U.N. Urban Environmental Accords
and the U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement in June 2005.

• The Mayor’s Sustainable Development Initiative—Greenprint
Denver—was announced in April 2006, and a city-wide inventory
and strategic plan completed to determine priority activities,
including energy and emissions as a priority area for action.
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• Denver was a participant in the Sundance Summit: A Mayors’
Gathering on Climate Protection in July, 2005.
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Denver coined the term
“green fleet” in the early
1990s, launching one
of the first large-scale
programs in the country.

• The 2007 Action Plan includes substantial reductions in city vehicle
miles traveled, and conversion of the entire diesel fleet to B20 biodiesel. In addition, all general passenger
vehicles and light duty trucks due for replacement will be replaced with hybrid powered vehicles or, where
those are not available, the highest fuel mileage/lowest carbon emissions per mile vehicles available.
• Denver coined the term “green fleet” in the early 1990s and launched one of the first large-scale programs
in the country. By 2005, this included a fleet of 57 hybrid electric vehicles, dozens of alternative fueled
vehicles and a large portion of Denver’s diesel fleet powered by B20 biodiesel.
Present State of Green Business Movement
Many cities have implemented green business programs that assist businesses in the creation of sustainable
practices and policies. This process typically consists of first educating businesses on sustainable practices,
followed by the recommendation of specific programs that can be used by companies. Just as in the green
building industry, programs must be measurable and must provide incentives for participating businesses in order
to be successful. One strong incentive for a business to engage in a sustainability program is the positive public
perception that results from such an engagement. Many profit-oriented businesses can forge an image of social
responsibility through marketing and public relations, although the image by itself does not necessarily mean the
company is following sustainable practices (i.e., green washing). By participating in a credible and well-designed
sustainability program, such as GreenBiz, businesses can demonstrate a genuine commitment to sustainable
practices. In addition to the benefits of positive public perception, companies realize that being a greener business
can create enhanced value through increased sales and reduced operating costs, as well as more indirect forms of
value such as the ability to attract and retain higher quality and more responsible and engaged employees.
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Finally, to answer the question as to why it’s important to get the business community engaged in environmentally
sustainable practices – whether here in Denver, across the country or around the world – realize that businesses’
impact on the environment is huge, amounting to:
65 percent of electrical consumption
36 percent of total energy use
30 percent of raw materials use
30 percent of greenhouse gas emissions
30 percent of waste output
12 percent of potable water consumption
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Big problems require big solutions, and we’re confident that incorporating
the GreenBiz program into Greenprint Denver will position Denver as the
leader in the business sustainability movement.

Photo: Herman Miller Inc.
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$58 billion could be saved
in lost sick time each year
through improved indoor
air quality.
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“Research: Finding out what you are going to do when you cannot keep on doing what you are doing now.”
– Charles Kettering (1876-1958)
In order to generate meaningful recommendations regarding the establishment, implementation and operation
of a sustainable business engagement program, considerable research was required. All 65 members of the
Leadership Program contributed to this process. Key areas of research included answers to questions like:
•
•
•
•
•

What are several meaningful sustainable activities that are practical for businesses to adopt?
How are other cities addressing this issue?
What is the most appropriate way to fund this type of program?
What is the most impactful way to educate businesses on sustainable practices?
What are the most effective ways to get
companies to participate?
• How do you promote the program and
increase awareness?
• What do businesses want from such a
program?
• What metrics are used to measure success and
impact of the program?
Ultimately, our research revealed that an effective
program must be simple, meaningful and
measurable.
• Simple, so that in today’s demanding
world, business decision makers can quickly
understand the requirements and benefits of
participating in the program.
• Meaningful, in the sense that the program
must have a significant impact toward
accomplishing the stated goals of Greenprint
Denver.
• Measurable, so results can be quantified.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership
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Best Practices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Albuquerque
Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore
Chicago
Dallas
Melbourne, Australia
Minneapolis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New York City
Oakland
Phoenix
Portland
Salt Lake City
Seattle
Toronto, Canada

Photo: Herman Miller Inc.
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To save the expense and time required to create a program from the ground
up with no practical data, we researched a number of cities with sustainability
programs already in place. When possible, interviews were conducted with
the city’s sustainability program manager. These cities were chosen either
because they represented “best in class” sustainability programs or they are
comparable with Denver in terms of size and economic activity.

Downtown Denver’s EPA
Building saves approximately
650,000 gallons of water
each year, enough to offset
the water requirements of 74
average households.
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When contacting these cities, several questions were asked specific to their sustainable business engagement
programs:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Does their sustainability program focus on the business community?
What lessons have been learned and/or what advice would the program director recommend for Denver?
What are the criteria for enrollment? Do they use a tiered approach?
Does the city have a formal recognition tracking program or measurement?
What kind of incentives do they provide participants, and do they offer different incentives for businesses
versus individuals? Ultimately, who is the primary target audience (which target audience is the program
most successful with)?
Do they include companies that lease rather than own their space/buildings?
Do they brand the initiatives or program?
Do they have any marketing initiatives that are more successful than others?
Do they have a recommended marketing budget or parameters that would help us define ours?

Several cities have excellent programs in place, yet because of the uniqueness of Denver no one program
can serve as a “plug and play” model. For example, the city of Chicago leverages the strength of many large
companies headquartered there to lead the way by implementing sustainable practices and then driving those
practices downward and outward to their suppliers, partners, etc. This is the same method Wal-Mart has used
with great success. Other examples represent opposite ends of the spectrum, from Dallas, which is more of a
fee-based, recognition program, to Salt Lake City, which is incredibly detailed and potentially difficult to enact.
In the end, something useful was found in almost every program that was researched.
Local Experts/Panels

Photo: Steve Geer
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The Leadership Program included several panel discussions with extensive Q&A periods for program participants.
Panelists included sustainability consultants, government officials and private sector executives. These individuals
proved extremely useful in providing answers and suggestions on specific topics and points for the program. The
discussions and panelists included:
“Sustainability and the Built Environment”
“What Makes a Great City Great?”
Brad Buchanan, Buchanan Yonushewski Group
Peter Park, City and County of Denver
Marshall Burton, Opus Northwest, LLC
Brad Segal, Progressive Urban Management Associates
Lori Carter, Amerimar Realty Management Company
“Leadership Roundtable: Getting the Big Public/
Tom Gougeon, Continuum Partners, LLC
Private Projects Done”
“On the Path to Sustainability: Public, Private and
Happy Haynes, Denver Public Schools
Higher Education Programs and Practices”
Paul Ludwig, Suncor Energy (U.S.A) Inc.
Jim Blackledge, Engineered Interiors Group
Jon Ratner, Stapleton Denver
Carol Campbell, Environmental Protection Agency
Sharon Sherman, GBSM
Angie Fyfe, Governor’s Energy Office
“Public Policy Panel Discussion”
Lynette Myers, State of Colorado
Kelly Brough, City and County of Denver
Deborah Thomas, University of Colorado at Denver
Jamie van Leeuwen, City and County of Denver
Bill Vidal, City and County of Denver
Pete West, Xcel Energy
Photo: Megan Moye Zacher, Zebra Graphics LLC
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Community Based Social Marketing
Community based social marketing has been identified as a successful, low cost method of modifying behavior
related to sustainability practices. Members of the Leadership Program attended a seminar by Doug McKenzieMohr on how to build community support for a sustainability program. Copies of McKenzie-Mohr’s book on the
issue were distributed to several program members.
The basic components of this approach include:
•
•
•
•
•

Selecting the behavior you are trying to modify.
Uncovering barriers/benefits to behavior.
Designing a program to overcome barriers.
Conducting a pilot program (and revising as necessary).
Implementing the program and evaluating results.

Tools to change behavior include: commitment, prompts, norms, communication & incentives.
The recommendations of this report include many, if not all, of these steps.
Downtown Denver Partnership Membership Survey
A survey was administered to several DDP members in order to understand their current sustainable “position”
and their willingness to adopt additional sustainable practices. A copy of this survey is included in the appendix
to this report.
Photo: Herman Miller Inc.
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Program Goals
• Sustainability becomes a core business value in
line with Greenprint Denver’s objectives.
• Balance economic, social and environmental
considerations with city policy and program
decisions.
• Partner with community organizations, cultural
institutions and businesses to achieve broad
impact.
• Denver is positioned as a leader in sustainable
business practices.
Defining GreenBiz
GreenBiz is a membership-based online program
intended to encourage and support Downtown
Denver businesses in their commitment to greening
their business practices.

Photo: Herman Miller Inc.

How It Works
GreenBiz will employ community-based social
marketing concepts to modify behavior and ultimately
make sustainable practices a part of a business’s
corporate culture. It will be a web-based program,
accessed through Greenprint Denver’s website,
that is simple to use and easy to understand, giving
companies the opportunity to pledge their commitment,
determine a level of participation, find resources and
take advantage of networking opportunities. GreenBiz
follows a model similar to LEED™ certification in terms
of being a measurable program to assess various levels
of accomplishment.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership
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Structuring the program around an online commitment is fiscally more sustainable because it reduces the need for
oversight, management and staffing, not to mention being paperless. GreenBiz will demonstrate to companies
that incorporating sustainable practices into their business operations and cultures is not only the socially
responsible thing to do, it makes financial, bottom-line sense as well.
When pledging their commitment, businesses will select the types of greening activities they will adhere to and
be recognized for. Recognition is an important part of the overall process, showcasing those companies who
acknowledge that these actions are important to their business and the larger community. Incremental levels of
participation are available to differentiate those businesses who want to go the extra “green” mile, and/or expand
the level of their commitment when they re-pledge on an annual basis.
Greenprint Denver identifies practices in five categories.
Water
Recycling
Energy and Emissions
Procurement (Buy Green)
Transportation

PVLOP
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Ironically, almost all
other cities’ sustainability
programs require a form
to be printed and filled out.

The following three levels of engagement – Green, Jade and Emerald
– represent basic to gradually more impactful green practices. And within
each level there is a range of easy to challenging greening activities a business can engage in, depending on
its size, industry category and resources they have available. These activities are based on the five Greenprint
categories listed above.
Green Level
This is the introductory level.
Participation at the Green Level
is intended to allow companies
to adopt relatively simple, yet
impactful, sustainable practices.
Also, many businesses may already
be engaged in these activities,
making it a logical place to launch
their GreenBiz commitment.

Jade Level
This level represents the natural
evolution of committing to
sustainable practices, or – as with
the Green Level – may already
include the green activities that a
company has incorporated into its
business operations and practices.
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Emerald Level
The Emerald Level is the highest
level of commitment. Businesses
at this level are expected to adopt
a number of the sustainable
practices defined here, and to
work with Greenprint Denver staff
to develop innovative practices
tailored to their company or
industry.
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GREEN

TRANSPORTATION

RECYCLING

ENERGY &
EMISSIONS

MISCELLANEOUS

EMERALD

• Provide public transportation
information
• Participate in Bike to Work days
• Workday support for users of
public transportation

• EcoPass participation
• Carpooling
• Telecommuting
• Bike storage facility

• Alternative fuel company vehicles

• Paper, Cardboard, Aluminum
• Reuse office supplies
• Individual trash and recycling
receptacles in each office

• Plastics/PET
• Electronics
• Printer cartridges

• Implement all recycling initiatives
from Green and Jade levels

• Shut down computers daily
• Sleep modes for computers
• Power strips
• Programmable thermostats

• Replace all lighting with
CFL bulbs
• Participate in Xcel Energy Audit
• Reduce after-hours energy use
(i.e., daytime cleaning crews)
• LED exit signs

• Re-commissioning
• Install light sensors
• Purchase renewable energy

• Recycled paper
• Recycled office products

• PLA plastic containers
• Non-toxic cleaning supplies
• Buy Made in Colorado products
• Choose green vendors

• Carpet tiles
• Low VOC
• Renewable products

• Signs near faucets to remind
employees to save water
• Annual maintenance inspection
of faucets, pipes, etc.
• Participate in the million tree
project

• Water efficient taps, shower
heads
• Follow city recommendations
for watering

• Low flow toilets
• Environmentally friendly
landscaping (i.e., using native
plants, xeriscaping)
• Green roofs

• Take the pledge
• Appoint a Green Team/Leader
• Communicate activities
to employees
• Provide sustainability education

• Develop a green staff event
• Communicate sustainability to
customers
• Support sustainability training
for employees (i.e., LEED™
certification, Green
conferences)

• Green Innovations
(doing something green over
and above the obvious)

PROCUREMENT

WATER

JADE
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GreenBiz should take a social marketing approach
to building awareness and ultimately membership.
This technique strives to achieve specific behavioral
goals for a social good. The primary function of all
marketing materials produced for GreenBiz should be
to:

Photo: Herman Miller Inc.

• Encourage people to visit and utilize the web
site
• Minimize the amount of paper materials
produced
Expanded efforts could include marketing through branded green products such as Nalgene bottles, packaged
compact fluorescent light bulbs, office plants, etc. These products could be sponsored by manufacturers, and
could display both their logo and that of GreenBiz and the website URL.
Branding
We recommend that the GreenBiz brand be carried out through the development of a new logo which
incorporates the Greenprint Denver leaf and the Downtown Denver skyline.

greenbiz
Logo Design:
Megan Moye Zacher, Zebra Graphics LLC

Suggested taglines to accompany the GreenBiz program title could be:
“GreenBiz: A healthier planet starts with your company”
“GreenBiz: Make an impact without leaving a mark”
Taglines such as these create a memorable phrase that will sum up the tone and premise of the GreenBiz brand
and will help reinforce the target audience’s memory of the brand.
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GreenBiz Blog
A GreenBiz blog could greatly enhance the level and frequency of communication between GreenBiz members.
A blog would provide members and GreenBiz staff the opportunity to post commentary or news on everything
from timely green issues to questions they have regarding program implementation. The GreenBiz blog could
also serve as a series of personal online diaries for businesses going through the process of incorporating green
practices. Readers could respond with their own questions and answers. In the end, a GreenBiz blog would not
only help create transparency, but it could identify model businesses and potential problems with implementing
practices.
Public Relations
An effective public relations campaign could obtain
a substantial amount of free publicity, while also
leveraging existing relationships with the business
community. Mayor Hickenlooper and City Council
representatives should be engaged and encouraged
to promote this program in their many speaking
engagements. The Downtown Denver Partnership and
other membership and trade organizations should
be called upon to communicate this message to their
Downtown constituents.
Television programs such as Denver’s Comcast Local
Edition and MetroBeat emphasize local community
outreach initiatives in the area, and should be
utilized for assistance in spreading the word about
the program launch.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership
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Story Angles
The Guinea Pig:
The local media should be employed to illustrate the process by which businesses are engaged and the problems
they encounter. Select a new GreenBiz member to serve as an ambassador, and encourage reporters to follow
them through their green conversion. Why are they joining? What is the value of their membership? What hurdles
do they encounter along the way and how are they solved? Their experiences will be valuable to others, and an
honest exposure of the challenges they face will lend credibility to the story and the program.
Return on Investment:
Every business professional will find return on
investment statistics compelling. By pitching a story
on the actual pay-off and savings experienced by a
company, many of the skeptical, bottom-line business
professionals may be more willing to consider having
their companies join GreenBiz.
Photo: Herman Miller Inc.

Media Sponsor
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Many local TV stations have already jumped on the green bandwagon.
For example, Channel 9 has a “Live Green” initiative that provides
information on everything from the greenest way to do yard
maintenance to the greening of office equipment within your business.
On radio, 99.5 The Mountain has created Colorado Go Green. The
station features daily stories and tips both on the radio and online, and
also hosts and promotes events in the Denver Metro area. Appropriate
media outlets would most likely be very receptive to partnering with
GreenBiz on a series of green business related segments, or sponsoring
part or all of the GreenBiz program.

The energy-efficient
renovation completed at
Denver Place reduces annual
energy costs by nearly
$500,000.
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Recognition / Awards Program
Incentives to participate will come in many forms, but perhaps the most prestigious one comes in the form
of formal recognition through an awards program similar to Portland’s BEST Awards (Businesses for an
Environmentally Sustainable Tomorrow). An awards program would provide the most successful GreenBiz
members with more exposure and recognition. We recommend that separate categories for participation in
GreenBiz be established, and include:
•
•
•
•
•

Best practices
Sustainable Products/Services
Resource Conservation or Management
Green Building
Business Size

In Greenprint’s initial years, when it may not be practical to do an awards event dedicated solely to GreenBiz,
there may be an opportunity to include a GreenBiz award as part of a separate awards program. For example,
the Downtown Denver Partnership hosts an Annual Awards Dinner, where a number of businesses that have made
a positive impact on Downtown are honored. A GreenBiz award could be included as part of this event until the
program, and its membership base, is large enough to sustain a separate ceremony of its own.

Photo: Edward Martins
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While there is a significant degree of overlap in terms of the “responsibilities” of GreenBiz members, sponsors and
partners, it is worth defining each category and the role it plays in furthering Greenprint’s mission.
Members
These are Downtown Denver businesses that have
“taken the pledge,” indicating their commitment
to GreenBiz’s goals and objectives, and providing
a revenue source by paying a registration fee.
Membership benefits should include:
• PR Toolkit and Press Release
• Style Guide and permission to use program
logo
• Access to quarterly newsletter & publications
• Discount & access to program events
• Sustainability consulting
• Access to web-based resources
• Promotional and publicity opportunities
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There are approximately
5,000 businesses in
Downtown Denver employing
110,000 workers.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership

In order to better focus and leverage marketing efforts and resources, we
are recommending that Downtown area businesses be divided into the
following target participant groups:
•
•
•

Property Managers / Building Owners
Hospitality
Individual Businesses

These target groups were selected based on their ability to reach the
greatest number of Downtown businesses and employees. According to
current Downtown Denver Partnership data, Downtown Denver boasts 5,000 businesses and 110,000 workers.
The GreenBiz program could more effectively engage the business community by developing strategic partnerships
with Downtown property managers and the hospitality sector, in addition to the many individual businesses.
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• Property Managers and building owners are the
best means for engaging the maximum number of
Downtown businesses with the minimum amount of
effort. For logistical reasons, it is often not practical
– or even possible – for individual tenants in a high-rise
office building to participate in a meaningful recycling
program, not to mention the time and effort required
for each company to create and execute the program.
If, however, the building owner or property manager
were to advocate for and communicate the GreenBiz
program to the potentially hundreds of tenants in the
building, and provide the necessary recycling bins,
energy-saving light bulbs and water-saving fixtures, the
impact could be huge. For example, if GreenBiz were
to attempt to recruit the businesses occupying three of
the larger Downtown office building – Republic Plaza,
Wells Fargo Center and Independence Plaza – they
would be faced with some pretty imposing numbers:
a total of 3.3 million square feet, about 13,000
employees and nearly 200 tenants. Or, they could
partner with just three building owners to develop and
implement a sustainability “package” to engage the
tenants through a communication and management
process that is probably already in place.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership

• Hospitality, a sector including hotels, restaurants
or bars, is a growing and thriving component of
Downtown Denver’s business and commercial district.
Denver currently has 26 hotels (with eight more under
development) and over 300 restaurants and bars in the
Downtown area. Due to the nature of the business, this
sector accounts for a considerable portion of Downtown’s
energy use and waste generation. By partnering with the
appropriate associations/organizations and participation
in trade shows and conferences, Greenprint Denver can
more easily and effectively communicate the GreenBiz
message to this very important industry sector.
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• Individual businesses could be single tenants in a mixed-use development – where it may not be realistic to
expect the building owner to initiate the GreenBiz program in the building - or single-tenancy or owner-occupied
buildings, such as the Denver Newspaper Agency building, the EPA
building or, on a smaller scale, the Wynkoop Brewery.
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Sponsors
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Sponsorship opportunities should exist for businesses, organizations
or individuals interested in making a financial commitment to support
GreenBiz in exchange for greater visibility and participation opportunities.
An example of an effective, mutually beneficial sponsorship relationship is
Suncor’s participation in the Million Trees Program.

Downtown Denver is
currently home to 26 hotels
and over 300 restaurants
and bars.

Partners
Partners would be private, public and non-profit entities
that provide technical expertise, knowledge-based
resources, human capital and/or marketing assistance.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governor’s Energy Office
State Agencies
Institutions of Higher Education
Downtown Denver Partnership
Chambers of Commerce
Denver Metro Convention and Visitors Bureau
Professional Organizations

As mentioned previously, membership/trade/professional
organizations such as the Downtown Denver Partnership,
Chambers of Commerce, Colorado Hotel and Lodging
Association, BOMA, NAIOP and the Colorado
Restaurant Association are a logical, efficient means of
reaching out to entire industry sectors and segments of
the Downtown business community because they have
established relationships and communication channels
with their membership.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership
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While every GreenBiz member will have their own
motivation for joining, our research has indicated
four primary reasons that companies choose to
participate in programs such as Greenprint Denver.
They are:
•
•
•
•

Positive impact on the bottom line
Responsible thing to do
Enhances public image
Networking opportunities
Photo: Herman Miller Inc.

Bottom Line Impact

Turning off computers at the end of the workday. Converting to compact fluorescent light bulbs. Adjusting the
thermostat by two degrees. Each of these small steps, taken by hundreds or thousands of companies, can make
a big difference in achieving Denver’s environmental sustainability and have a positive impact on the company’s
bottom line. And with each successive move from Green to Jade to Emerald, the benefits to the bottom line
increase, both in terms of reducing expenses and/or increasing employee morale and efficiency.
The results that Denver Place was able to achieve are a good example of the impressive ROI that is available.
An energy retrofit in 1996/1997 costing $1,350,000 – of which $550,000 was refunded by Public Service
Company’s Demand Side Management Program – resulted in savings of five million kWh a year, or nearly
$500,000 every year going forward. And as the cost of energy increases, so do the savings.
Similarly, replacing the existing High Pressure Sodium light fixtures in Denver Place’s three level parking garage
involved a cost of almost $70,000, but an annual energy savings of nearly 300,000 kWh or $23,530, resulting in
a payback time of just under three years!
Corporate and Social Responsibility
While cost savings, an enhanced public image and networking opportunities are all good reasons to participate
in GreenBiz, one of the program’s fundamental features is the cumulative positive impact on the environment and
doing the right thing. When businesses join together, they can quickly transform from being one of the greatest
consumers of resources to a significant catalyst for positive change.
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Enhanced Public Image



While many businesses already engage in green activities such as recycling programs or energy conservation,
their efforts may not meet or justify the expense of seeking a LEED™-CI rating. As indicated by Greenprint
Denver’s stated goals, however, the impact of these incremental steps taken by businesses has a significant
positive impact on our environment and should be recognized as such. Just as LEED™ provides a language for
acknowledging green buildings, GreenBiz will provide a means of recognizing and promoting a company’s green
image and commitment. As GreenBiz continues to grow in scope and
impact through increased membership, companies and consumers will
ZP V  L O P X

E
become increasingly conscious and demanding of doing business with
EJ
GreenBiz participants.
Networking Opportunities
Research indicates that companies evaluate the number and significance
of networking opportunities when electing to participate in a professional
program. Through various educational forums, industry-specific events
and social functions, GreenBiz can provide the all-important networking
opportunities to supplement the other benefits and incentives the program offers.

The reduced energy usage
at Denver Place is equivalent
to taking 394 cars off of
Denver’s roads every year.

Photos: Herman Miller Inc.
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Program Participation
Greenprint Denver should establish performance expectations for years one, three and five of the program. These
expectations should be manageable and measurable in order to have a clear indication of program growth.
Measurable goals of participation may include:

E

Z
JE

PVLOP

X

The EPA Building’s daytime
janitorial services reduces
energy consumption by allowing
the building to be dark at night,
and lowers overall operating
costs by 6.5 percent by not
paying a premium for
evening employees.



• Percentage increase in enrollment based upon aggregate
number of employees participating in the program
• Number of visits on the program website, which may be
further categorized by hits to program enrollment information,
resources, etc.
• Increase in information dissemination as a result of the
program (e.g., number of event spaces committing to provide
informational “green event tips” to users of their event space).
Environmental Impact

Measurements of success for Greenbiz should follow the 2012 goals and objectives already established by
Greenprint Denver, and then move beyond those criteria in a five-year plan. Established Greenprint objectives
include:
• Continue and expand implementation of the 10-Year Conservation Plan, with progress toward Denver
Water’s goal of a per capita customer use of 165 gallons per day by 2016.
• Reduce citywide paper use by 20 percent or more.
• Reduce landfill waste by 30 percent per current customer through composting, recycling, and modification
of collection methods from 2004 baseline.
• Reduce Denver per capita greenhouse gas emissions 10 percent from the 1990 emission rate, in
conformity with the U.S. Mayors Climate Agreement.
• Reduce energy use by five percent from 2006 levels per building square foot in other facilities.
• Increase employee transit ridership over the 2005 baseline.
Additional criteria may be established as the program expands to include neighboring communities.
The aggregate reduction in environmental impact may be measured by a survey of participants and more
generally calculated by the green actions selected for each member of the program.
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The environmental goal of making Denver a leader in sustainability by 2012 goes hand in hand with the
economic one of making Denver the destination city for the workforce – and hence the companies - of the future;
educated individuals that will first decide where they want to live, and then where they choose to work. That
workforce will value all aspects of “quality of life”: culture, sports, recreation, entertainment, education, weather
and an environmentally sustainable business community. Engaging the Downtown Denver business community in
GreenBiz will go a long way toward positioning Denver as a national leader in both environmental sustainability
and economic development in the years to come.

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership
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Additional Resources for Research
Act Now! – Catherine Greener - http://www.actnowproductions.com/
Chicago, Illinois – www.egov.cityofchicago.org
City & County of Denver – www.denvergov.org
Colorado Department of Health and Environment Environmental Leadership Program www.cdphe.state.co.us/el/elp/index.html
Denver Office of Economic Development - www.milehigh.com/business/sustainable
EPA Region 8 - www.epa.gov/Region8/
EPA Green Building Council - www.epa.gov/greenbuilding
Facilities Management Link - www.fmlink.com
Greenprint Denver – www.greenprintdenver.org
Green Seal – www.greenseal.org
Metro Denver Economic Development Corporation www.metrodenver.org/NewsCenter/ColoradoEnergyCoalition.icm
http://www.metrodenver.org/NewsCenter/EnergyEfficiency.icm
Portland, Oregon Department of Sustainable Development - www.portlandonline.com
Salt Lake City, Utah – www.slcgreen.com
Sustainlane – www.sustainlane.com
U.S. Conference of Mayors – www.usmayors.org
U.S. Green Building Council – www.usgbc.org
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Company Name:
Industry:
Number of employees:
Your Name:
Title:
Phone:

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

• Please describe your organizations attitude toward the environment.
• Does your organization have a formal environmental policy? (Yes/No)
o If yes, please describe the policy
o If no, why does no formal policy exist?
• Does your organization have a green team? (Yes/No)
o If yes, please describe its role?
o If no, why do you not have a green team?
• What is the primary motivating factor for your organization when determining environmental policy?
• Who at your organization is empowered to make decisions regarding changes your organizations
environmental policy?
• Who at your organization is charged with implementing changes to your organizations environmental policy?
• What is preventing your organization from taking steps to improve environmental policy?
• What tools can Greenprint Denver provide you to assist with changes to your environmental policies?
• Would your organization to open to meeting with a representative from Green Print Denver to discuss how we
can partner to make your organization an industry leader in green friendliness?
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Bob Armstrong | Camp, Dresser and McKee
Troy Bernberg | Stifel Nicolaus & Company
Joshua Birks | Economic & Planning Systems
Mark Blanchard** | Weston Solutions
Tracy Faigin Boyle* | GBSM, Inc.
Alexa Braun | EDAW
Joyce Carnes | Jacobs Facilities
Brandee Caswell** | Faegre & Benson
Marion Chassion | M. Chase Group LLC
Daniel Cochran | Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll LLP
Jane Crisler* | Humphries Poli Architects
Dallas Davis* | Colorado Rockies Baseball Club
Chris Dodge | Virsage Solutions
Darby Doll** | JohnstonWells Public Relations
Michelle Edwards | Xcel Energy
Reggie Fink | Bank of the West
Vikki Gibbs | Knoll
Christine Gorski | TIAA-CREF
Heather Hagerman | Colorado Forum
Lisa Halbleib | Qwest Communications
Megan Harry | Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C.
Robert Haynes | Colorado State Bank & Trust
Jessica Higgins | U.S. General Services Administration
Christina Hixson | Qwest Communications
John Inmon*** | Herman Miller Workplace Resource
Jennifer Johnson | Carter & Burgess, Inc.
Jennifer Kaufman**† | U.S. Bank
Sean Kelly | CoBiz Inc.
Eileen Kemp | DHM Design Corporation
Collin Kemberlin | David Owen Tryba Architects
Susan Klopman | Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
Drew Kramer** | InterMountain Corporate Affairs

Photo: Downtown Denver Partnership

Elizabeth Lacy | RedPeak Properties
Jamie Licko | Progressive Urban Management Associates
Sean Maley | CRL Associates
Brendan Matthias | FirstBank
Sarah McClean*** | Downtown Denver Partnership
Paige McCrary* | Civic Results
Wayne McLellan | Sage Hospitality Resources
Dafna Michaelson** | Denver Health Foundation
Jenny Minard | Gates Corporation
Amy Mueller* | City and County of Denver
Melanie Nesterenko | IMA Financial Group
Jennifer Newcomer* | Denver Regional Council of Governments
Lindsay Prime | Wells Fargo Bank
Shea Purdy Gerhardt*** | Rainbow Rewards
Burkeley Riggs | MoyeWhite LLP
Marla Rodriguez** | Emily Griffith Opportunity School
Tania Salgado** | RNL Design
Arthur Sankey | United Western Bank
Dan Schuetz* | The Nichols Partnership
Jason Simmons** | Piper Jaffray
Carol Sperat | Design Workshop
Celeste Tanner* | Opus Northwest
Bill Trinen | Fuller Company
Celia VanDerLoop | City and County of Denver
JD Vetter | Kiewit Building Group
Carin Wagner | GHP Horwath
Deirdre Wildman* | Three Tomatoes Catering
Andrew Willson | Brookfield Properties
Jim Wonhoff | Cushman & Wakefield of Colorado
* Presentation/Report Committee
**Group Co-Chair
† 2007 DDLP Trustee

      
     

511 16th Street, Suite 200
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